D5 BODY CAMERA

D-Series is the most advanced body camera in the world, designed and built by the world’s most experienced body camera provider.

10 years of collaboration, innovation and a commitment to producing products at the leading edge has brought us to a body camera that is not only incredibly powerful, fully connected and beautiful in its design, but also best in its class across video quality, battery life and ease of use.

When coupled with our award-winning digital evidence management solution DEMS 360, no other solution comes close.

12 HOUR BATTERY
LIVE STREAMING
IN FIELD ANNOTATIONS
BLUETOOTH TRIGGERS
GPS AWARE
HAPTICS
64 GB MEMORY
ULTRA LOW LIGHT
SPECIFICATIONS

CONFIGURABLE ALARMS:
Audio and Haptics (power on/off, record start/stop, recording reminder, mark/unmark as evidential, picture taken, low battery and low memory)

WARRANTY:
12 months

CONNECTIVITY:
MicroUSB, USB 2.0

WIDE FIELD OF VIEW:
110° horizontal, 50° vertical

WEIGHT:
155g

TEMPERATURE RANGE:
-10°C to 45°C

1 Long-term storage should meet the specified temperature range.

RECORDS:
Video: MP4 H.264 Encoding
Audio: AAC (Audio optional)

RECORDING RESOLUTION:
1080p, 720p, 480p
25 or 30 frames per second

VIDEO ENCODING:
H.264 (multiple rates)

SCREEN:
2” color LCD

BATTERY:
Lithium Ion Polymer (3940mAh)

CHARGE TIME:
5 hours

BLUETOOTH:
4.0

CHARGING:
USB (BC 1.2)

ON-SCREEN DISPLAY:
Date, Time, Resolution, Frame Rate, Microphone Mute Indicator, Recording Indicator, Ongoing Recording Length, Memory Available (GB), Battery Level (%), Evidential Recording, WiFi indicator and Bluetooth indicator

WIFI:
802.11 (A/B/G/N)
2.4GHz and 5.8GHz

PROTECTION:
IP65

CERTIFICATIONS:
FCC & CE

ARTICULATION:
305° horizontal, 173.5° vertical

QUICK AND EASY ONE TOUCH RECORD
SENSOR WITH INCREDIBLE LOW LIGHT PERFORMANCE MIRRORS THE HUMAN EYE
GPS AWARE
REMOTE TRIGGERS THROUGH BLUETOOTH LOW ENERGY BEACONS

FULL SHIFT BATTERY LIFE, OVER 12 HOURS IN COMPACT ENCLOSURE
DEDICATED TRANSPORT KEYS FOR VIDEO PLAYBACK
SMARTPHONE COMPATIBLE FOR IN-FIELD ANNOTATIONS, UPLOADS AND LIVE STREAMING

Find out more about our products at www.revealmedia.co.uk